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Nickname: THX's own disaster movie, THX's Logo of Disaster, THX's Own Personification of All The Evil Logo: We start with what looks like a sunny day in the city. Suddenly, the clouds grew and the darkness covered the city into darkness. Then we cut off some buildings in the city and another thunderstorm caused a
power outage. After that, some rain began to drop from the sky, causing flooding that destroyed many buildings. Some winds, tornadoes, typhoons, and hurricanes form to destroy many other buildings. People responded to the weather and ran away screaming like in a disaster movie, then the wind storm began to break
and blow away some signs of animals and buildings as the earthquake shook several buildings into rubble. Then the fire struck across the buildings and hundreds of houses, blasting them to the ground. Suddenly we cut off some asteroids and meteorites when they started moving to Earth. Then we cut back to the city
where the volcano erupted, spewing lava, destroying some houses, and giant monsters began to appear and destroyed the city with their arms. Now that we are at home, where the family looks into the TV, adapted to the news channel, the reporter says, the Bible of the Bible is happening now! Then the TV turns into a
static and the family is scared and runs away from their homes. Then we saw a lot of people running away, scared and evacuated. The Army Control Center is then seen with a man hitting a button to fire a missile. Another man popped up and said, Our missile is launching and there's nothing we can't do. The two men
were also scared and ran away. Suddenly we saw people running away as fast as they could across several cities. Then we zoom out onto meteorites and asteroids as they fly through space. The camera then moves to Earth and meteorites and asteroids fly to earth's real feast. Asteroids and meteorites eventually hit the
asteroid, causing mass destruction and also making the earth turn red and become a planet full of lava. The planet then vibrates and the light rays begin to come out of it. The planet exploded and the rubble fired from the explosion. Suddenly we see that the destruction has reduced the planet to the THX logo, which will
see the zoom in while still, the THX logo moves up to the top and rotates suddenly towards the top left. Then the logo goes out of sight, and after six seconds, the rock that comes from the remains of the destroyed planet will fly through the screen. After the stone passed, the audience was listening, fading away. Finally,
the word Lucasfilm Ltd. sound system and copyright notice fade below FX/SFX: a disaster that occurs, people who work, destroy and Music/sound: We start with peaceful music, but when disaster begins to happen, the music then segues into a montage of pieces of music from several disaster films from the 1950s,
1960s, 1970s and 1980s, when the THX logo pops up a theme 5 notes from the close encounters of kindis strangely heard. When the THX logo disappeared, some songs from Psycho and Jaws will be heard until the logo is finished: it began appearing as a backup trailer used alongside Broadway. Although Deep Note is
not heard in this logo, music from disaster movies will get worse when they power one of the most formidable THX logos to date (January 1995-August 2008), nicknames: The Cubes, THX Cubes, Color CubesTrailer: On a white background, the audience is listening, and then the word fades and the bluecube comes from
the left and floats to the right. After 3 seconds we will see other floating cubes. Many more cubes of different colors float to the right. When the THX logo completely occurs, the word LUCASFILM LTD. appears over it, then all the logos will melt. Variable: In 2002, due to THX rotating out of the parent company, the word
LUCASFILM LTD. was removed and when the logo formed completely, THX URL &amp; copyright notice below will fade below. In other languages so far find the following variables: French Europe, French Canada, German, Spanish Europe, Spanish Latin, Italian, Dutch, Swedish, Danish, Finnish, Russian, Mandarin
Chinese, Korean, Japanese, Indonesian, Hindi, Tamil, Thai.A A short version of this trailer is available, starting as several floating cubes. In the LaserDisc version, the audience is listening, replaced by Master and reproduce for audio and video performance In addition, instead of having the word LUCASFILM LTD. fade
over the THX logo [LASER I/ DISC] faded below. Digitally understand for best video and audio performance In addition, LUCASFILM LTD. will be replaced by Digitally understood, a rare version has the audience listening, replaced with You are viewing thx-certified features on some Dell PC THX Picture and Sound
Optimizer discs between 1997 and 2003. Best Sound Fade Below THX Logo with LUCASFILM LTD. FX/SFX: CGI animations for late 90s logos Music/Sound: Record some synths while the cubes float, then some fluid sounds that they then combine. -1.5 Deep Note (from dvd version of Broadway, Texas Ziegfeld &amp;
Tex 3) followed by wind as the logo melts. Music/Audio formats: In some DVDs &amp; LaserDiscs, deep recording is normally pitched. In Canada, Australia, Japan, Korea and Hong Kong, the release of Star Wars Episode II: The Attack of the Clones, -2.5 million in 2014, is the first of its in the world. Deep note play. In
some Indonesian video CDs in some VHSs, +2 Deep Note plays. In this theater, it is seen in Titanikas as well as Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace (in some countries, such as Canada or Japan, since the release of America has a trailer at 8 Broadway 2000, making its first appearance instead). Among others, it



can also be seen in the 2002Monsters Inc. DVD.Scare Factor: Low to High, as it is one of the calmer THX trailers. The sudden appearance of Deep Note may be a little shocking, especially those with THXphobia.17th Trailer (2009-2011), logo: on the blue aurora, the word the audience is listening, fades, then fades, then
they fade away. After that, the THX logo in the metal 3D zoom, when it happens, it will rotate around and the blue box will be drawn in the middle of the logo. Finally, the word THX LTD. appears above the logo and sound system appears below. Some light blue stripes come out of the FX/SFX logo: Great CGI for 2010s
Music/Audio: Improved Version of Deep Note Theme Scare Factor: Low to Moderate, but it will be a little worse in the next trailer!18th Trailer(2010-)Nickname: Description (Of Doom), painting with word (of) Doom: shot in black and white, we see thx studio, we zoom into the door and we see the studio room. The camera
pans through until we reach the THX cinema, then onto the faded screen with the filming of the THX trailer and many THX logos from the previous trailer, the fire appears, which burns the entire screen, which turns into the THX logo the audience is listening to. Factor: Extreme Cheese Music/Sound: A set of songs and
sounds, and at the end of the same Deep Note as the 17th preview: seen in thx theaters from 2010 and used alongside the 17th trailer until 2011.Scare Factor: Moderate to Nightmare. Some people may be frightened by Deep Note, especially if you have THXphobia.19th Trailer(September 7, 2010-) Nickname: Green to
Red, THX Standby Logo: On a green background, the outline of the THX logo appears with THX LTD. and Sound System on top and bottom of the logo in white. A few seconds later, the background turns red. The THX logo is slowly turning red FX/SFX: CGI. Music/Sound: Buzzing, Then Click and Deep Note.Availability:
Seen in thx theater since 2010.Scare Factor: Low to Medium This One Very Tame 20th Trailer(2011-) Nickname: Can you feel it?, what won't scare your kids logo: On the white BG, we see a thick black green. What appears to be a child's hand touches the middle of the circle and changes the color of the outline to
electric green. The layout and hands, then dissapear in place is the THX logo with the slogan Very realistic, you can feel it. In the futuristic font with the URL www.thx.com below the slogan, where the color of the text and logo is electric green FX/SFX: all live action Music/Audio: Just press the button in a THX-certified
movie that has been rated G since 2011 onwards, children laugh to hear when the logo appears. ThX' role of this logo is to help those with THXphobia not be afraid when they see thx certified movies. Can you feel it? Logo 2: On the white BG, we see a blue ball floating in the middle. Suddenly the ball starts to bounce
and starts to turn blue, bg suddenly the ball starts to glow and then explodes, then we zoom out to see the blue THX logo on the white BG.com. Animation.Music/Sounds: Ball bounces and blasts whoosh sound as we zoom out and re-sounds whoosh as the message fades Avalibility: Just like the 19th trailer, the panic
factor: no unless you don't like the 22st Bomb Trailer(2011-) Nickname: Secret &amp; Moroccan, Tex 4, Tex in 2D, Tex. Still on strike, Tex &amp; Friends logo: THX logo starts up like everyone else, but the logo is in 2D and flashes immediately, then the logo closes and we zoom in to show that the power cable is broken
as the culprit. The two stared at each other awkwardly, then repaired the wire, then Tex from trailers 5, 6 and 11 appeared (but in 2D) and pulled the switch that restarted the logo and completed it in normal order, then Tex flew away, but crashed into the logo, which made a black screen with the words The Audience was
listening, which would fall into secret. Then Tex and Morocco flew together, and the logo faded. This is done by Squirrel/Mole Studios animation studio Music/Sound: Deep Notes (which flashes and then closes and then opens again with the logo), plus what happens in the logo. First appeared in June 2011 at
www.thx.com.Scare Factor: Moderate sound error and deep note may start partially, but it is intended to be funny.23nd Trailer (2012-2013) Nickname: Logo Anchor YTP, Tex vs. YTP, Why I've Never Seen a new car link 2, Porygon electric military logo, YTP pwns Tex Logo: On rainbow background we see Tex from
trailer 5 into the king's castle. Then the YTP character enters the castle and fights texas in a Pokemon style, and the YTP actor sends Porygon away. Follicles begin to seize Texas like in Pokemon episodes Electric soldiers Porygon and Texas were killed by seizures. He resurrected the THX logo and the blue outline
also appeared on him, then it faded into the 2010 version of the Brodway logo (the 1983 one was used in 2D printing), then Porygon would zoom across the logo, then the background would flash about every color of the rainbow. Then the logo fades, and 1 second later screams out and scares the audience, then the
screen is scattered into pieces like FX/SFX glass: a remarkable CGI animation made by hatena productions's internal animation company, Hatena Digital Variants: In Japanese cinemas, the confiscated parts are replaced by a black screen with the word 閲 In most YTP films, the screaming part is cut off music/sound: the
sound of the 1920s, before the Pokemon Battle, Pokemon LeafGreen music for battle and seize part, and Deep Note, loud screams from Ghost Car Commercial, when the screams rang out, the sound exploded, combined with shattered glass, the sound of the screen shattered to pieces: watched in youtube poop films at
the time, it was first spotted in the YTP trailer at thx.com The panic factor: up to WTF!- seizure, deep recording, and screaming can be scary without Low ever seen it. Minimum for that model without screaming 24rd Trailer(2015-) Logo: On a time-lapse mountain background, we see the sun setting slowly when all of a
sudden flash full screen brightness. It dimmed and disappeared completely to reveal the THX logo, this time with a sharp X point. The shimmering logo and background will fade later FX/SFX: sun settings, flash, shimmering logo of music/sound: Deep note Availability: General can be seen on newer THX and Blu-ray
DVDs, including a few theaters. Shock factor: Medium to high due to later dark atmosphere and Deep Note.25th Trailer(2015-) Logo: on a multi-color white background. Then one by one, they scattered the entire background. After that, some colored balls splash over the THX logo, making it look like a color painting. As
the color ball bounces, the color balls get scattered and the THX logo theme is scattered when the THX logo is scattered, the 7-note trumpet theme will play until the logo is finished. THX's Personification of All Is EvilLogo: We start with what looks like a sunny day in the city. Suddenly, the clouds grew and the darkness
covered the city into darkness. Then we cut off some buildings in the city and another thunderstorm caused a power outage. After that, some rain began to drop from the sky, causing flooding that destroyed many buildings. Some winds, tornadoes, typhoons, and hurricanes form to destroy many other buildings. People
responded to the weather and ran away screaming like in a disaster movie, then the wind storm began to break and blow away some signs of animals and buildings as the earthquake shook several buildings into rubble. Then the fire struck across the buildings and hundreds of houses, blasting them to the ground.
Suddenly we cut off some asteroids and meteorites when they started moving to Earth. Then we cut back to the city where the volcano erupted, spewing lava, destroying some houses, and giant monsters began to appear and destroyed the city with their arms. Now that we are at home, where the family looks into the
TV, adapted to the news channel, the reporter says, the Bible of the Bible is happening now! Then the TV turns into a static and the family is scared and runs away from their homes. Then we saw a lot of people running away, scared and evacuated. The Army Control Center is then seen with a man hitting a button to fire
a missile. Another man popped up and said, Our missile is launching and there's nothing we can't do. The two men were also scared and ran away. Suddenly we saw people running away as fast as they could across several cities. Then we zoom out onto meteorites and asteroids as they fly through space. The camera
then moves to Earth and meteorites and asteroids fly to earth's real feast. Asteroids and meteorites eventually hit the asteroid, causing mass destruction and also making the world earth. Red and become a planet full of lava. The planet then vibrates and the light rays begin to come out of it. The planet exploded and the
rubble fired from the explosion. Suddenly we see that the destruction has reduced the planet to the THX logo, which will see the zoom in while still, the THX logo moves up to the top and rotates suddenly towards the top left. Then the logo goes out of sight, and after six seconds, the rock that comes from the remains of
the destroyed planet will fly through the screen. After the stone passed, the audience was listening, fading away. Finally, the word Lucasfilm Ltd. sound system and copyright notice faded below FX/SFX: a disaster that happened, people ran, destroyed and exploded. Music/sound: We start with peaceful music, but when
disaster begins to happen, the music then segues into a montage of pieces of music from several disaster films from the 1950s, 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, when the THX logo pops up a theme 5 notes from the close encounters of kindis strangely heard. When the THX logo disappeared, some songs from Psycho and
Jaws will be heard until the logo is finished: it began appearing as a backup trailer used alongside Broadway. Although Deep Note is not heard in this logo, music from disaster movies will get worse when they power one of the most formidable THX logos to date (January 1995-August 2008), nicknames: The Cubes, THX
Cubes, Color CubesTrailer: On a white background, the audience is listening, and then the word fades and the bluecube comes from the left and floats to the right. After 3 seconds we will see other floating cubes. Many more cubes of different colors float to the right. When the THX logo completely occurs, the word
LUCASFILM LTD. appears over it, then all the logos will melt. Variable: In 2002, due to THX rotating out of the parent company, the word LUCASFILM LTD. was removed and when the logo formed completely, THX URL &amp; copyright notice below will fade below. In other languages so far, the following variables are
found: European, French, French, German, Spanish, European, Spanish, Latin, Italian, Dutch, Swedish, Danish, Finnish, Russian, Mandarin Chinese, Korean, Japanese, Indonesian, Hindi, Tamil, Thai.A A short version of this trailer is available, starting as several cubes. LaserDisc launch, the audience is listening, will be
replaced by Master and reproduce for audio and video performance In addition, instead of having the word LUCASFILM LTD. fade over the THX logo [LASER I/ DISC] faded below. Digitally understand for best video and audio performance In addition, LUCASFILM LTD. will be replaced by Digitally understood, a rare
version has the audience listening, replaced with You are viewing thx-certified features on some Dell PC THX Picture and Sound Optimizer discs between 1997 and 2003. Best Sound Fade Below THX Logo with LUCASFILM LTD. FX/SFX: Excellent CGI animations for late 90s logos Music/Audio: Record some synths
while floating cubes, then some fluid sounds that they already combine. -1.5 Deep Note (from dvd version of Broadway, Texas Ziegfeld &amp; Tex 3) followed by wind as the logo melts. Music/Audio formats: In some DVDs &amp; LaserDiscs, deep recording is normally pitched. In Canada, Australia, Japan, Korea and
Hong Kong, the release of Star Wars Episode II: The Attack of the Clones, -2.5 million in 2014, is the first of its in the world. Deep note play. In some Indonesian video CDs in some VHSs, +2 Deep Note plays. In this theater, it is seen in Titanikas as well as Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace (in some countries,
such as Canada or Japan, since the release of America has a trailer at 8 Broadway 2000, making its first appearance instead). Among others, it can also be seen in the 2002Monsters Inc. DVD.Scare Factor: Low to High, as it is one of the calmer THX trailers. The sudden appearance of Deep Note may be a little
shocking, especially those with THXphobia.17th Trailer (2009-2011), logo: on the blue aurora, the word the audience is listening, fades, then fades, then they fade away. After that, the THX logo in the metal 3D zoom, when it happens, it will rotate around and the blue box will be drawn in the middle of the logo. Finally, the
word THX LTD. appears above the logo and sound system appears below. Some light blue stripes come out of the FX/SFX logo: Great CGI for 2010s Music/Audio: Improved Version of Deep Note Theme Scare Factor: Low to Moderate, but it will be a little worse in the next trailer!18th Trailer(2010-)Nickname: Description
(Of Doom), painting with word (of) Doom: shot in black and white, we see thx studio, we zoom into the door and we see the studio room. The camera pans through until we reach the THX cinema, then onto the faded screen with the filming of the THX trailer and The audience is listening, under it, everything appears to be
covered by the FX/SFX quote: Everything.Cheesy Factor: Very Cheese Music/Sound: A set of songs and sounds, and at the end of the same Deep Note as the 17th preview of the play: seen in thx theater from 2010 and used alongside the trailer alongside the 17th until 2011. Some people may be frightened by Deep
Note, especially if you have THXphobia.19th Trailer(September 7, 2010-) Nickname: Green to Red, THX Standby Logo: On a green background, the outline of the THX logo appears with THX LTD. and Sound System on top and bottom of the logo in white respectively. A few seconds later, the background turns red. The
THX logo is slowly turning red FX/SFX: CGI. Music/Sound: Buzzing, Then Click and Deep Note.Availability: Seen in thx theater since 2010.Scare Factor: Low to Medium This One Very Tame 20th Trailer(2011-) Nickname: Can you feel it?, what won't scare your kids logo: On the white BG, we see a thick black green.
What appears to be a child's hand touches the middle of the circle and changes the color of the outline to electric green. The layout and hands, then dissapear in place is the THX logo with the slogan Very realistic, you can feel it. In the futuristic font with the URL www.thx.com below the slogan, where the color of the text
and logo is electric green FX/SFX: all live action Music/Audio: Just press the button in a THX-certified movie that has been rated G since 2011 onwards, children laugh to hear when the logo appears. ThX' role of this logo is to help those with THXphobia not be afraid when they see thx certified movies. Can you feel it?
Logo 2: On the white BG, we see a blue ball floating in the middle. Suddenly the ball starts to bounce and starts to turn blue, bg suddenly the ball starts to glow and then explodes, then we zoom out to see the blue THX logo on the white BG.com. Animation.Music/Sounds: The ball bounces and blasts the whoosh sound
as we zoom out and re-sounds whoosh as the message fades to Avalibility: Just like the 19th trailer, the panic factor: no unless you don't like the 22st bomb trailer(2011-) Nickname: Secret &amp; Morocco, Texas 4, Texas in 2D, Texas Strikes, Tex &amp; Friends Logo: ThX logo starts up like everyone else, but the logo
is in 2D and flashes immediately, then the logo closes and we zoom in to show that the power cable is broken as the culprit. The two stared at each other awkwardly, then repaired the wire, then Tex from trailers 5, 6 and 11 appeared (but in 2D) and pulled the switch that restarted the logo and completed it in normal
order, then Tex flew away, but crashed into the logo, which made a black screen with the words The Audience was listening, which would fall into secret. Then the logo fades FX/SFX: 2D digital animation, this is done by Squirrel/Mole Studios animation studio Music/Sound: Deep Notes (which flashes and then opens
again with the logo), plus what happens in the logo Availability: in 2012, it is seen at the THX Theater to show another secret squirrel movie. First appeared in June 2011 at www.thx.com.Scare Factor: Moderate sound error and deep note may start partially, but it is intended to be funny.23nd Trailer (2012-2013)
Nickname: Logo Anchor YTP, Tex vs. YTP, Why I've Never Seen a new car link 2, Porygon electric military logo, YTP pwns Tex Logo: On rainbow background we see Tex from trailer 5 into the king's castle. Then the YTP character enters the castle and fights texas in a Pokemon style, and the YTP actor sends Porygon
away. Follicles begin to seize Texas like in Pokemon episodes Electric soldiers Porygon and Texas were killed by seizures. He resurrected the THX logo and the blue outline also appeared on him, then it faded into the 2010 version of the Brodway logo (the 1983 one was used in 2D printing), then Porygon would zoom
across the logo, then the background would flash about every color of the rainbow. Then the logo fades, and 1 second later screams out and scares the audience, then the screen is scattered into pieces like FX/SFX glass: a remarkable CGI animation made by hatena productions's internal animation company, Hatena
Digital Variants: In Japanese cinemas, the confiscated parts are replaced by a black screen with the word 閲 In most YTP films, the screaming part is cut off music/sound: the sound of the 1920s, before the Pokemon Battle, Pokemon LeafGreen music for battle and seize part, and Deep Note, loud screams from Ghost
Car Commercial, when the screams rang out, the sound exploded, combined with shattered glass, the sound of the screen shattered to pieces: watched in youtube poop films at the time, it was first spotted in the YTP trailer at thx.com Variables are common in Japan. Scare factor: To WTF!- seizure, deep notes, and
screams can be scary without Low ever seen it. Minimum for that model without screaming 24rd Trailer(2015-) Logo: On a time-lapse mountain background, we see the sun setting slowly when all of a sudden flash full screen brightness. It dimmed and disappeared completely to reveal the THX logo, this time with a sharp
X point. The shimmering logo and background will fade later FX/SFX: sun settings, flash, shimmering logo of music/sound: Deep note Availability: General can be seen on newer THX and Blu-ray DVDs, including a few theaters. Shock factor: Medium to high due to later dark atmosphere and Deep Note.25th Trailer(2015-
) Logo: On a white background, several colored balls come in and bounce all over the screen. Then one by one, they each scattered the entire background. After that, some colored balls splash over the THX logo, making it look like a color painting. As the color ball bounces, the color balls get scattered and the THX logo
theme is scattered, the 7-note trumpet theme will play until the logo is finished. THX's Personification of All Is EvilLogo: We start with what looks like a sunny day in the city. Suddenly, the clouds grew and the darkness covered the city into darkness. Then we cut off some buildings in the city and another thunderstorm
caused a power outage. After that, some rain began to drop from the sky, causing flooding that destroyed many buildings. Some winds, tornadoes, typhoons, and hurricanes form to destroy many other buildings. People responded to the weather and ran away screaming like in a disaster movie, then the wind storm
began to break and blow away some signs of animals and buildings as the earthquake shook several buildings into rubble. Then the fire struck across the buildings and hundreds of houses, blasting them to the ground. Suddenly we cut off some asteroids and meteorites when they started moving to Earth. Then we cut
back to the city where the volcano erupted, spewing lava, destroying some houses, and giant monsters began to appear and destroyed the city with their arms. Now that we are at home, where the family looks into the TV, adapted to the news channel, the reporter says, the Bible of the Bible is happening now! We don't
have Then the TV turns into a static, and the family is scared and runs away from their homes. Then we saw a lot of people running away, scared and evacuated. The Army Control Center is then seen with a man hitting a button to fire a missile. Another man popped up and said, Our missile is launching and there's
nothing we can't do. The two men were also scared and ran away. Suddenly we saw people running away as fast as they could across several cities. Then we zoom out onto meteorites and asteroids as they fly through space. The camera then moves to Earth and meteorites and asteroids fly to earth's real feast.
Asteroids and meteorites eventually hit the asteroid, causing mass destruction and also making the earth turn red and become a planet full of lava. The planet then vibrates and the light rays begin to come out of it. The planet exploded and the rubble fired from the explosion. Suddenly we see that the destruction has
reduced the planet to the THX logo, which will see the zoom in while still, the THX logo moves up to the top and rotates suddenly towards the top left. Then the logo goes out of sight, and after six seconds, the rock that comes from the remains of the destroyed planet will fly through the screen. After the stone passed, the
audience was listening, fading away. Finally, the word Lucasfilm Ltd. sound system and copyright notice faded below FX/SFX: a disaster that happened, people ran, destroyed and exploded. Music/sound: We start with peaceful music, but when disaster begins to happen, the music then segues into a montage of pieces
of music from several disaster films from the 1950s, 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, when the THX logo pops up a theme 5 notes from the close encounters of kindis strangely heard. When the THX logo disappeared, some songs from Psycho and Jaws will be heard until the logo is finished: it began appearing as a backup
trailer used alongside Broadway. Although Deep Note is not heard in this logo, music from disaster movies will get worse when they power one of the most formidable THX logos to date (January 1995-August 2008), nicknames: The Cubes, THX Cubes, Color CubesTrailer: On a white background, the audience is
listening, and then the word fades and the bluecube comes from the left and floats to the right. After 3 seconds we will see other floating cubes. Many more cubes of different colors float to the right. We scroll right to see on the black. When the THX logo is completely formed, the word LUCASFILM LTD. appears over it.
Variable: In 2002, due to THX rotating out of the parent company, the word LUCASFILM LTD. was removed and when the logo formed completely, THX URL &amp; copyright notice below will fade below. In other languages so far find the following variables: French Europe, French Canada, German, Spanish Europe,
Spanish Latin, Italian, Dutch, Swedish, Danish, Finnish, Russian, Mandarin Chinese, Korean, Japanese, Indonesian, Hindi, Tamil, Thai.A A short version of this trailer is available, starting as several floating cubes. In the LaserDisc version, the audience is listening, replaced by Master and reproduce for audio and video
performance In addition, instead of having the word LUCASFILM LTD. fade over the THX logo [LASER I/ DISC] faded below. Digitally understand for best video and audio performance In addition, LUCASFILM LTD. will be replaced by Digitally understood, a rare version has the audience listening, replaced with You are
viewing thx-certified features on some Dell PC THX Picture and Sound Optimizer discs between 1997 and 2003. Best Sound Fade Below THX Logo with LUCASFILM LTD. FX/SFX: Excellent CGI animations for late 90s logos Music/Audio: Record some synths while floating cubes, then some fluid sounds that they
already combine. -1.5 Deep Note (from dvd version of Broadway, Texas Ziegfeld &amp; Tex 3) followed by wind as the logo melts. Music/Audio formats: In some DVDs &amp; LaserDiscs, deep recording is normally pitched. In Canada, Australia, Japan, Korea and Hong Kong, the release of Star Wars Episode II: The
Attack of the Clones, -2.5 million in 2014, is the first of its in the world. Deep note play. In some Indonesian video CDs in some VHSs, +2 Deep Note plays. In this theater, it is seen in Titanikas as well as Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace (in some countries, such as Canada or Japan, since the release of
America has a trailer at 8 Broadway 2000, making its first appearance instead). Among others, it can also be seen in the 2002Monsters Inc. DVD.Scare Factor: Low to High, as it is one of the calmer THX trailers. The sudden appearance of Deep Note may be a little shocking, especially those with THXphobia.17th Trailer
(2009-2011), logo: on the blue aurora, the word the audience is listening, fades, then fades, then they fade away. After that, the THX logo in the metal 3D zoom. Around and a blue box was drawn in the middle of the logo. Finally, the word THX LTD. appears above the logo and sound system appears below. Some light
blue stripes come out of the FX/SFX logo: Great CGI for 2010s Music/Audio: Improved Version of Deep Note Theme Scare Factor: Low to Moderate, but it will be a little worse in the next trailer!18th Trailer(2010-)Nickname: Description (Of Doom), painting with word (of) Doom: shot in black and white, we see thx studio,
we zoom into the door and we see the studio room. The camera pans through until we reach the THX cinema, then onto the faded screen with the filming of the THX trailer and many THX logos from the previous trailer, the fire appears, which burns the entire screen, which turns into the THX logo the audience is listening
to. Factor: Extreme Cheese Music/Sound: A set of songs and sounds, and at the end of the same Deep Note as the 17th preview: seen in thx theaters from 2010 and used alongside the 17th trailer until 2011.Scare Factor: Moderate to Nightmare. Some people may be frightened by Deep Note, especially if you have
THXphobia.19th Trailer(September 7, 2010-) Nickname: Green to Red, THX Standby Logo: On a green background, the outline of the THX logo appears with THX LTD. and Sound System on top and bottom of the logo in white respectively. A few seconds later, the background turns red. The THX logo is slowly turning
red FX/SFX: CGI. Music/Sound: Buzzing, Then Click and Deep Note.Availability: Seen in thx theater since 2010.Scare Factor: Low to Medium This One Very Tame 20th Trailer(2011-) Nickname: Can you feel it?, what won't scare your kids logo: On the white BG, we see a thick black green. What appears to be a child's
hand touches the middle of the circle and changes the color of the outline to electric green. The layout and hands, then dissapear in place is the THX logo with the slogan Very realistic, you can feel it. In the futuristic font with the URL www.thx.com below the slogan, where the color of the text and logo is electric green
FX/SFX: all live action Music/Audio: Just press the button in a THX-rated G-rated movie from 2011 onwards, the laughing child will hear when the logo appears. ThX certified movies again and seen in some THX certified cinemas and DVDs that have been mostly THX certified and Blu-ray since 2011 This logo is part of
the campaign. Example(2011-) Nickname: Calvacade 2011, Calvacade 2, Can you feel it? Logo 2: On the white BG, we see a blue ball floating in the middle. Suddenly the ball starts to bounce and starts to turn blue, bg suddenly the ball starts to glow and then explodes, then we zoom out to see the blue THX logo on the
white BG.com. Animation.Music/Sounds: Ball bounces and blasts whoosh sound as we zoom out and re-sounds whoosh as the message fades Avalibility: Just like the 19th trailer, the panic factor: no unless you don't like the 22st Bomb Trailer(2011-) Nickname: Secret &amp; Moroccan, Tex 4, Tex in 2D, Tex. Still on
strike, Tex &amp; Friends logo: THX logo starts up like everyone else, but the logo is in 2D and flashes immediately, then the logo closes and we zoom in to show that the power cable is broken as the culprit. The two stared at each other awkwardly, then repaired the wire, then Tex from trailers 5, 6 and 11 appeared (but
in 2D) and pulled the switch that restarted the logo and completed it in normal order, then Tex flew away, but crashed into the logo, which made a black screen with the words The Audience was listening, which would fall into secret. Then the logo fades FX/SFX: 2D digital animation, this is done by Squirrel/Mole Studios
animation studio Music/Sound: Deep Notes (which flashes and then opens again with the logo), plus what happens in the logo Availability: in 2012, it is seen at the THX Theater to show another secret squirrel movie. First appeared in June 2011 at www.thx.com.Scare Factor: Moderate sound error and deep note may
start partially, but it is intended to be funny.23nd Trailer (2012-2013) Nickname: Logo Anchor YTP, Tex vs. YTP, Why I've Never Seen a new car link 2, Porygon electric military logo, YTP pwns Tex Logo: On rainbow background we see Tex from trailer 5 into the king's castle. Then the YTP character enters the castle and
fights texas in a Pokemon style, and the YTP actor sends Porygon away. Follicles begin to seize Texas like in Pokemon episodes Electric soldiers Porygon and Texas were killed by seizures. He resurrected the THX logo and the blue outline also appeared on him, then it faded into the 2010 version of the Brodway logo
(the 1983 one was used in 2D printing), then Porygon would zoom across the logo, then the background would flash about every color of the rainbow. Then the logo fades and 1 second later screams out and scares the audience. The screen is distributed into pieces like FX/SFX's Glass: Incredible CGI animations made
by hatena productions's internal animation company, Hatena Digital Variant:In Japanese cinemas, the anchored parts are replaced by a black screen with the word 閲 In most YTP films, the screaming part is cut off music/sound: the sound of the 1920s, before the Pokemon Battle, Pokemon LeafGreen music for battle
and seize part, and Deep Note, loud screams from Ghost Car Commercial, when the screams rang out, the sound exploded, combined with shattered glass, the sound of the screen shattered to pieces: watched in youtube poop films at the time, it was first spotted in the YTP trailer at thx.com The panic factor: up to
WTF!- seizure, deep recording, and screaming can be scary without Low ever seen it. Minimum for that model without screaming 24rd Trailer(2015-) Logo: On a time-lapse mountain background, we see the sun setting slowly when all of a sudden flash full screen brightness. It dimmed and disappeared completely to
reveal the THX logo, this time with a sharp X point. The shimmering logo and background will fade later FX/SFX: sun settings, flash, shimmering logo of music/sound: Deep note Availability: General can be seen on newer THX and Blu-ray DVDs, including a few theaters. Shock factor: Medium to high due to later dark
atmosphere and Deep Note.25th Trailer(2015-) Logo: On a white background, several colored balls come in and bounce all over the screen. Then one by one, they each scattered the entire background. After that, some colored balls splash over the THX logo, making it look like a color painting. /Sound: Flute theme 19
record play as the color ball bounce has been scattered and thx logo theme when thx logo is scattered, the 7-note trumpet theme will play until the logo is finished. Ball
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